
Showering and Bathing: 

Sensory Advice Sheet 

______________________________________________ 
Some people have difficulties with showering and bathing due to sensory sensitivities. This means they may 

perceive certain sensory stimuli differently to others, for example registering pain instead of touch. As a result of 

this their experience of activities of daily living can be uncomfortable and frightening.  

 
To assist with these difficulties when related to bathing and showering, here are a number of suggestions to try: 
 
Before the shower/bath 
 

• Play with toys in the bath whilst the child is out of the bath and include using a handheld shower over the bath 
to wash the toys with. Start with the child fully clothed and then try it at different stages of undress so that more 
of his/her skin is exposed as they play.  

 

• Whilst playing in the bath, as above, model washing with a doll or other suitable toy and talk through the steps 
as you do them. Depending on the age of the child, you could sing a song such as “This is the way we wash 
our…..” 

 

• Use other, more motivating activities to expose the child to water on his/her body and face e.g. water play, 
swimming, going to water parks, playing with a sprinkler outside, playing with water balloons, using a bubble 
machine, bubble volcano, playing with a face mist etc. Keep a towel close by for the child to wipe themselves if 
necessary.  

 

• Build bathing/showering into the child’s regular schedule or routine. Use visuals such as symbols so the child 
knows what to expect. Laminate these so that they can be used in the bathroom.  

 

• Determine the best time for your child to have a shower or bath. Before bed may be better than rushing in the 
morning before school. 

 

• Use proprioceptive and heavy work activities to help calm before a bath or shower. If you are uncertain, ask 
your OT for ideas of appropriate activities for your child.   

 

• Take the brightness down in your bathroom: install a dimmer switch or leave the bathroom light off entirely and 
have only the light from a hallway or the windows illuminating the space. 

 

• Use an aromatherapy diffuser to fill the air with the scent of an essential oil that your child finds soothing.  
 

• If possible, fill the bath with the door closed and your child out of the room so that the sound of water hitting 
the bathtub does not distress him/her. Bathrooms that echo can be a problem for children with sensory issues. 

 

• Deep water provides more firm, calming pressure than just a small amount of water in the bath. 
 

• Warm up the bathroom ahead of time to make the temperature changes less dramatic. 
 
 

https://www.autismparentingmagazine.com/essential-oils-for-autism-adhd-add/


When showering/bathing 
 

• Keep temperature changes to a minimum. For instance, keep the temperature of the room and the temperature 
of the water about even. Keep the temperature just right for the child. What feels a little too cool or a bit too 
warm for you might be just the right temperature for your child. Start with lukewarm water and adjust from 
there if your child is uncomfortable.  

 

• Use an anti-slip bathmat in the bath and in the shower to reduce the risk of slipping and one on the floor outside 
the bath or shower to avoid slips and the sensation of the cold floor after a warm bath or shower.  

 

• Consider using a shower chair if the child is anxious about slipping over in the shower.  
 

• Put on your swimsuit and get in bath or shower with him/her. They may feel less anxious if you are with them. 
 

• Consider whether the smell of a particular soap, shower gel or shampoo may be an issue. Try unscented or 
hypoallergenic alternatives or one that has a scent that they like.  

 

• Use pump dispenser bottles for shampoo, shower gel etc. to make them easier and quicker to dispense.  
 

• A cotton wash mitt is easier to hold than a washcloth. 
 

• Use deep pressure when using a wash mitt or wash cloth and use slow strokes rather than fast ones.  
 

• Use a washcloth that has a picture of a favourite character on it e.g. Thomas the Tank Engine or Peppa Pig.  
 

• Consider putting an anti-fog plastic mirror in the shower so that the child can see him or herself as they wash. 
These are available with suction cups. 

 

• If possible use a detachable shower head so that the child can be more in control of where the shower goes on 
their body. Being able to control the water spray may make showering tolerable.  

 

• Change to a “rain” shower head. It will help ease the sensory overload of the shower water “feeling like needles” 
and it cuts down the noise of the water beating down.  

 

• Always have lots of spare towels available near the shower to wipe eyes etc.  
 

• Try using bubble bath, bath bombs or coloured bath gel as motivators/distractions in the bath. 
 

• Play music while in the shower or bath for fun and a distraction. 
 

• Use toys to keep your child engaged e.g. windup toys that move through the water, different size plastic cups 
or containers for pouring, action figures or plastic sea animals etc.  

 

• Try to figure out what motivates your child and use this whenever possible to make it more fun. 
 

• Speak slowly and quietly to help the child to stay calm.  
 

• Use a large towel and wrap the child up tightly when they come out of the bath/shower. Use firm pressure to 
dry them. If towel drying is a difficult activity for them to tolerate they could wear a towelling dressing gown 
instead. 

 



Hair washing 
 

• Ensure hair washing is part of a regular weekly routine so the child will anticipate it as part of their day and it 

does not come as a surprise. 

• Use dry shampoo to reduce the frequency of hair washing.  
 

• Practise hair washing on a doll so they know the process. 

 

• Allow the child to see other people having their hair washed to normalise the experience for them and to show 

this does not need to be traumatic. 

 

• Before washing hair, use deep pressure massage to help desensitise the area. Start from hands to arms to 

shoulders to face and then to the head. 

 

• Let the child play with a favourite toy during hair washing to help alleviate the negatives of the hair washing 

experience. 

 

• Use a head shield, goggles or ear plugs if water going into the eyes, face and ears is problematic. 

 

• Use ‘no tears’ shampoo if the child is anxious about getting it in their eyes or use a 2 in 1 shampoo and 

conditioner to minimise time spent on hair washing. Use as little shampoo as possible to make rinsing quicker 

and easier. Consider the scent of the products you are using. 

 

• Use deep pressure touch with slow movements when rubbing the shampoo in and when rinsing.  

• Some children are unable to tolerate having their head tipped back to have their hair rinsed. To avoid this 
problem, you can try having him/her sit with eyes closed while wearing a foam visor or swim goggles as you 
pour water over his/her head. Or they may be more comfortable leaning forward with a washcloth over their 
eyes as you rinse.  

 

• Very often children with sensory issues have a strong preference for a certain level of water pressure when their 
hair is being rinsed. Experiment with using different things to rinse hair off e.g. a detachable shower head, a 
large container, a smaller cup or a garden watering can etc.  

 

• Motivate the child with the promise of playing with a favourite toy or game once the hair washing has finished. 

 

• Stop if the child is in distress. 

 

• Trial alternative hair washing methods e.g. kneel over the side of the bath with a towel over their face to 

minimise water on the face and wash their hair for them. 
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